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Introduction from Andrew Sagar

Managing Director, Construction & Recycling Division
Welcome to the second issue of the Inside Construction & Recycling newsletter
from Close Brothers Asset Finance.
The construction industry is in a positive position
with many firms looking to increase their workforce
since the Brexit announcement and with the
economy strengthening; it could be the time to look
at growing your business.
Our product spotlight for this issue is capital release,
which is an efficient way to use existing assets to
release capital to fund further equipment or a cash
injection back into your business.
LPM Plant Hire and Sales Limited is one of our
featured customer case studies that used capital
release. The established plant hire company was
looking to optimise its position in the market by
investing in new fleet through capital release. To find
out more on how capital release helped grow this
business, turn to page five.
We also feature PBS Construction (North East)
Limited - a family run business that specialises in
civil and construction engineering based in Hull.
The business was looking to purchase a range of
construction equipment from dumper trucks to mini
excavators to support future growth. They contacted
their local Regional Sales Manager Paul Hindle to
discuss available options. To read more, turn to
page seven.
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We also introduce Jamie Sutherland a Regional
Sales Manager who specialises in the Construction,
Waste and Recycling sectors for the south regions.
Finally, we want to tell you where you can visit us.
We are exhibiting at Plantworx 2017, which takes
place on the 6th-8th June at Bruntingthorpe Proving
Ground, Leicestershire. Attracting over 14,000
visitors, all major construction manufacturers will be
offering live machine demonstrations and operator
challenges throughout the three-day event.
We are also pleased to announce that we will be
exhibiting again at RWM 2017 which takes place on
12th-14th September at the NEC, Birmingham. The
event is perfect for anyone responsible for resource
and waste management and for any organisations
working within the sector. It is a great opportunity
to be one of the 13,000 visitors expected over the
three day event and to meet an exciting list of over
700 exhibitors with our team of specialists being one
of them.
I hope you enjoy this second edition. We look
forward to working with you soon.

Andy

Construction: sector review
Welcome to the Close Brothers Asset Finance review of the
Construction sector. An overview of the wide range of issues relevant
to SMEs in this industry based on the results from the Close Brothers
Business Barometer*.
Economic outlook
Construction SME business owners are cautiously
optimistic about the current economic outlook, with
21% expecting a steady recovery and a further 30%
feeling prosperity will come, but only slowly.
Looking ahead to the rest of the year, two thirds of
businesses expect performance to remain static,
while 13% predict growth and 10% contraction, with
the remainder unsure.
Knowledge of alternative finance
Three fifths (60%) of Construction SMEs surveyed
are unaware of alternatives to funding outside of
traditional banking, with only 39% having heard of
asset finance.
Access to finance
When it came to access to finance, 37% felt it was
more difficult than a year ago, while 13% said it
was easier, and 36% saying they had never had a
problem getting hold of finance.
Looking to the 12 months ahead, just over a quarter
(26%) of firms confirmed they would be seeking
funding for business investment during 2017, with
the most popular form of finance being a bank loan
followed by an overdraft facility and family or friends.
This is just a snapshot of the review we have
conducted. We also looked at, staffing levels,
including Brexit impact, succession planning, gender
diversity and workforce mobility.
The full review can be accessed on our website at
www.closeasset.co.uk/construction
All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from a GMI survey conducted
in December 2016. The survey canvassed the opinion of 900 SME
owners across the UK and across several industries on a range of
issues affecting their businesses.

closeasset.co.uk
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Product spotlight:
Capital Release
Capital Release offers customers a way to use their existing assets to
unlock capital to fund future growth.
It is a quick way to access the value of assets on
your existing balance sheet and redeploy that value
elsewhere within your business – for example, to
fund a deposit on new equipment or unlock some
working capital to ease cash flow.
Sale and HP Back is form of Capital Release that
can be used against most types of equipment,
making it suitable for companies of all sizes,
including sole traders. It works by us purchasing
the asset and financing it back to you. Repayments
are calculated and tailored in line with the income
stream that will be generated by the asset and at the
end of the agreement’s term. At this time, the title of
the asset will transfer to you.

Our team of industry specialists understand the
day-to-day frustrations facing the construction
sector and use their knowledge and expertise to find
the correct Capital Release agreement for you.
Benefits of Capital Release
• Flexibility – Inject cash into your business or use 		
the money to buy other businesses equipment
• Efficiency – Uninterrupted use of the asset
• Cost effective – If another provider is financing an 		
asset, we will simply take over the agreement and
extend the term.

This option applies whether you already own the
asset or are using it under a finance deal with
another provider.

• Choice – Give your business a cash injection or
use the money to buy other assets that may not
be accessible through hire purchase or leasing 		
agreements.

Whether you need additional working capital or you
want to restructure an existing agreement, we can
work with you and existing providers to ensure you
find the right solution.

For more information on Capital Release 		
call 01244 456 504 or visit 			
www.closeasset.co.uk/construction
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Case study
Name:
LPM Plant Hire and 			
Sales Limited
Business requirement:
Capital Release
Industry:
Construction and Plant
Product solution:
Capital Release

LPM Plant Hire and Sales Limited is a 		
well established plant hire and sales company
based in Nottinghamshire. It specialises in
supplying quality used plant and machinery
equipment covering a large customer base in
the East Midlands.
The challenge
LPM wanted to look into increasing its fleet of yellow
plant within its hire division and expand its market
presence, due to the significant growth in the plant
hire market within the last few years that has created
a high demand. To optimise its position, LPM was
looking for investment that would not affect day-today cash flow or running of the business.

The result
With the new finance agreement in place, this has
allowed the business to update its existing hire fleet
with newer yellow plant models, which will appeal
to more of the target market. This in turn is growing
LPM’s presence in the hire plant market and with the
consolidation of older agreements; the business is
saving money, which is being invested back into the
business through staff training and job creation.
Will Butler said:
“Close Brothers are good guys. They are one
of the best teams of people I have dealt with,
especially in comparison to similar companies.”

The solution
Will Butler, Managing Director, contacted Close
Brothers Regional Sales Manager, Paul Hindle to
discuss his finance options. Paul talked Will through
the finance products that Close Brothers provide
and advised the best one for the business would be
Capital Release through refinancing.
A Capital Release would allow the business to
release capital through refinancing existing assets
providing the business with a cash injection letting
them invest in the new yellow plant machinery to
grow the business. Close Brothers was able to
consolidate older finance agreements into one by
tailoring a new monthly repayment plan.

closeasset.co.uk
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Meet Jamie Sutherland

Regional Sales Manager, Construction and Recycling division
Tell us about your role at Close Brothers
Asset Finance.
I am currently a Regional Sales Manager managing a
team of Area Sales Managers in the Southern region.
My role involves managing the team day to day and
writing my own business to achieve the overall team
target. It also involves all aspects of the asset finance
process, managing dealer accounts for stocking,
audits, collections and credit submissions.
What motivates you in your role?
It is a challenge managing a team whilst having your
own personal targets but every day is different and
there is nothing more thrilling than closing a finance
deal and writing new business. It is also rewarding
to be able to pass on experience and knowledge
(for what it is worth) to less experienced members
of the team.
How does this role differ to roles you have
had before?
I have had roles in motor finance account
management, manufacturer finance and corporate
finance so each role has been different but the
fundamentals remain the same. Products can differ
but mainly people buy into the relationship aspect
of what we do.. There is also a level of expertise
and consultative selling in the process which
customers appreciate. It helps that we know the
assets we are financing and this differentiates us
from the competition.
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What trends are you noticing in the
construction sector at the moment and can
you offer any advice?
The construction industry in 2017 is on a high with
housebuilding at its core. With future infrastructure
investment and a need for more homes there is no
reason to think that this will change.
What do you do in your spare time?
We have recently bought a Georgian townhouse
which we have been doing some work to which has
taken up some time but it has been enjoyable seeing
the end result. We generally go to the theatre in
London quite regularly and concerts too. Ed Sheeran
at the Royal Albert Hall was the last one and when
we take holidays from work, we always make sure to
get away and make the most of the break.
If you could talk to one person from history, who
would it be and why?
John F Kennedy. I think the world could be a different
place had he lived. His work was nowhere near done
and he was a fascinating character so that would
have been an interesting conversation.

Case study
Name:
PBS Construction 			
(North East) Limited
Business requirement:
Funding for new equipment
Industry:
Construction
Product solution:
Hire Purchase

Established in 1988, PBS Construction (North
East) Limited is a family run business that
specialises in civil and construction engineering,
and works to support the local businesses in
their city of Hull.
The company currently employees 60 members
of staff, some of whom are working collectively
on contracts with various local authorities on
civil engineering schemes.
The challenge
Glenn Smurthwaite is the contracts Director of
this local business and three years ago, when his
order book began to grow dramatically, it became
apparent to him that the equipment and number
of staff they had was not going to be enough to
support the company’s growth. The business were
looking to expand its fleet of owned machines and
staff into a new venture in utilities installations and
repair for a major Hull based PLC business they
began to look into the purchase of a 7.5-ton flatbed
plant wagon plus a total of 3 vans, 1 dumper truck
and 2 mini excavators.

The company were successfully awarded
£18,000 from the fund to assist them with their
expansion and asset purchases.
The result
PBS Construction are now well positioned to
continually grow their company with contracts
from various local authority framework partners.
They now have higher quality ‘company owned’
as opposed to ‘hired’ equipment and vehicles now
branded in PBS livery which promotes their business
and delivers the perfect corporate image to its staff
and customers alike.
Glenn Smurthwaite said:
“We first contacted Close Brothers 2 years ago,
and ever since then, we have developed a brilliant
relationship with Sales Manager Paul, one based
on confidence and trust. This appears to be very
rare nowadays and PBS Construction has not
taken Close Brothers’ support for granted.”

The solution
PBS Construction have worked with Close Brothers
since 2015 and when it came to speaking to and
explaining their requirements in much more depth
they contacted Regional Sales Manager, Paul
Hindle. Paul thought they would be a perfect fit for
a Hire Purchase finance agreement and also eligible
for the Government’s Regional Growth Fund. 		
						
				
closeasset.co.uk
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Events we are attending:
PLANTWORX
Date: 6-8 June 2017
Location: Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground, Leicestershire
Stand number: PAV A-D10
Plantworx is one of the UK’s largest live construction events bringing together the latest
construction equipment, plant, tools and services all in one arena.
Attracting all major construction manufacturers with over 14,000 visitors, live machine
demonstrations and operator challenges taking place throughout the three-day event.
Our team of specialists will be on hand to discuss finance options for your business, be
sure to visit our stand.
For more information about the event visit www.plantworx.co.uk

RWM 2017
Date: 12-14 September 2017
Location: NEC, Birmingham
Stand number: 5U03
RWM is Europe’s premier event for resource efficiency and waste management
solutions, the 2017 RWM event will be packed with over 500 exhibitors and more than
13,000 visitors from across the resource management industry keen to discover the
latest innovations.
Our team will be there during the three-day event to discuss finance options for
your business.
For more information about the event visit www.rwmexhibition.com

Hillhead 2018
Date: 26-28 June 2018
Location: Hillhead Quarry, Buxton, Derbyshire
Stand number: F13
Hillhead 2018 is the UK’s leading event for the minerals products, construction
equipment and recycling industries, set in a Buxton quarry the event attracts over 400
suppliers and manufacturers displaying the latest technology in the industry with live
demonstrations throughout the three-day event.
Visit our stand to discuss any finance needs you may have.
For more information about the event visit www.hillhead.com
To find out more about how Close Brothers Asset Finance can help your 		
business, please call 01244 456 504 or visit www.closeasset.co.uk/construction

Close Brothers Asset Finance is a trading style of Close Brothers Limited. Close Brothers Limited is registered in England and Wales (Company Number 00195626) and its
registered office is Crown Place, London, EC2A 4FT

